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financial boon to the area. The
New Jersey Housing and Mortgage
Finance Agency (HMFA), which
provided the 4 percent LIHTC
allocation and other financing,

Senior housing is always a need–and the need became
even more dramatic in New Jersey after Hurricane Sandy
devastated much of the East Coast in 2012. One answer is
Willows at Waretown, a senior development in the Township
of Ocean, N.J. that is scheduled to open in late 2015.
“Township of Ocean is a major

The development is also a

estimates that it will generate
approximately $28 million in
one-time economic output and
approximately 168 full-time
jobs during construction. It also
estimated that the development

earning 60 percent or less of the

will provide about $3.1 million in

senior market,” said Geoffrey Long,

area median income (AMI). Because

ongoing economic output and 18

director of development at Ingerman,

it’s located in a designated disaster

full-time jobs annually.

a New Jersey-based housing

area, priority will be given to Sandy-

“We believe Willows at

developer. “Trying to provide high-

impacted individuals during the first

Waretown will provide much-

quality senior housing is especially

three months of lease-up.

needed, high-quality affordable

important after Hurricane Sandy …

The location is prime. Willows

senior housing in an area that

There were limited opportunities

at Waretown is located along a

does not have an abundance of

to get financing for an apartment

major corridor in the Township

senior housing,” said Tricia Yarger,

site near this many amenities. This

of Ocean, putting residents

director at Citi Community Capital,

was a high-impact project in terms

in proximity to a number of

which provided construction and

of helping with the recovery after

amenities, including grocery stores, permanent lending. ;

Hurricane Sandy.”

pharmacies, convenience stores

Roughly 2.4 million households

and the Jersey shore. Long said that

in New Jersey lost power during

having that many amenities nearby

Hurricane Sandy and 346,000 homes

makes senior housing much more

were damaged or destroyed. Willows

attractive, as does the fact that there

at Waretown is part of the massive

will be local bus service at the site.

rebuild and is funded partly by lowLEAD DEVELOPER
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feature 70 one-bedroom rental homes

FINANCING

income housing tax credits (LIHTCs).

and six two-bedroom apartments.
It will also have a community room
with a kitchen, game tables and an
area with a television; shared laundry
facilities; a social services office and
several outdoor seating areas. Rental
homes are reserved for tenants
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 $9.1 million in Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Disaster Recovery funding
through the Fund for Restoration of Multifamily Housing (FRM) program from the New
Jersey Housing and Mortgage Finance Agency (HMFA)
 $6.8 million construction bridge loan from the HMFA
 $5.3 million 4 percent LIHTC equity investment was syndicated by Enterprise in one of its
proprietary funds
 $2.4 million in permanent financing from the HMFA
 $207,000 from the Ocean Township Affordable Housing Trust Fund
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